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WHAT DO EXPERTS  
SAY ABOUT  
EQUUSIR BEST-BOX?
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www.equusir.com | info@equusir.com | +49 9605 9199 585

Paul-Engel-Straße 1 | 92729 Weiherhammer | Germany

Founder, EQUUSIR Research & Development

Gerold Reinwald

The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX analyses whether 
the energy flow is disrupted and eliminates 

interference fields.

In the scientific study we carried out in 2017 
on the impact of the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX, we 

were able to show positive influences over the 
vegetative nervous system. 

Mag. med. vet. Georg Racic 

Vet / Institute of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology, Medical 
University of Graz

We are really impressed by the concept of the 
EQUUSIR BEST-BOX and can use it in parallel with 

our dog behaviour therapy.

Dog trainer

Steve Kaye

THE PROCESS OF A  
FULL APPLICATION CYCLE:
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A whole course of applications* is necessary to exploit the full 
potential of the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX. This consists of three appoint-
ments, although valuable findings can be obtained even after the 
first one. Each appointment includes comprehensive advice and a 
detailed report.

Appointment 1:  
Initial application, duration: approx. 30 min | Price: 115 €
Each course of applications (application cycle) starts with the initial 
application. This takes two minutes.  
The objective is to take a snapshot of current energy levels: this 
identifies current interference fields, highlights hidden problem 
areas, and shows all parts of the body that are working efficiently 
and are well supplied with energy.

Appointment 2:  
Control application, duration: approx. 30 min | Price: 89 €
This determines whether your dog’s health has changed since the 
first application, or whether the measures taken had the intended 
effect.

Appointment 3:  
Final application, duration: approx. 30 min | Price: 89 €
The three reports are compared with each other during the third and 
final application. From changes over time, conclusions can be drawn 
regarding long-term measures for stabilising your dog’s health,  
as well as any necessary preventative actions and treatment.

EQUUSIR BEST-BOX DOG

For more information and a appointment booking: 
Stephanie Schubert | Phone: +49 151-746 22 941 

www.equusir.com

* The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX helps the dogs’s own energy fields to recover and become harmonized. It is not therapy within 
the meaning of medical treatment administered by a professional and should not be regarded as a substitute for a vet. The 
application complements a medical diagnosis and therapy but is not recognized by medical science.



THE BODY-ENERGY-SOLUTION & TECHNOLOGY (BEST)-
BOX USES ENERGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS (EIS®) TO 
WORK WITH THE BODY’S OWN FREQUENCIES.

WHY TREATMENT USING THE 
EQUUSIR BEST-BOX?

HOW IT WORKS:
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SUPPORT OF THE MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS

External symptoms may have invisible causes and this can be 
indicated by disharmony in the energy fields.

MONITORING APPLICATION MEASURES

The physical effectiveness of measures can be visualized.

PROACTIVELY IDENTIFY 
WEAKNESSES

RESOLVE INTERFERENCE FIELDS

RELIEVE ACUTE SYMPTOMS

DETECT CHRONIC ILLNESS

Cycle irregularities, aggression, fear, dominating 
behaviour, traumas

Muscular tension, neurological abnormalities, strengthening of 
the muscular and motor system, fascias and connective tissues

Problems with skin and fur, muscular and joint diseases, 
the lymphatic system, respiratory problems

Allergies, general fluctuations in immunity and vitality, 
problems with the skin and fur texture, rheumatism

UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOURAL 
DISORDERS

Nervousness, fear, unrest in certain situations

DETECT – UNDERSTAND – OPTIMIZE. 
These are the terms that describe the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX. The 
aim is to detect possible weaknesses in the body, subsequently 
understand these, and optimize them with the help of specialists. 
Two systems are used in the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX: Infrared-B 
and coloured light, also known as frequency therapy or 
photobiomodulation (PBM).

The objective of the application is to meet the requirements of modern 
performance management: 
Maintain physical health in the long term, intensify the relationship 
between a dog and its owner and increase physical performance.

With the Body-Energy-Solution & Technology, the EQUUSIR BEST-
BOX is used to determine the current status of the energy flow 
within the body. A detailed report shows which parts of the body 
are well and adequately supplied with energy, and  which ones are 
blocked. 
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WHAT DOES A TYPICAL APPLI-
CATION REPORT LOOK LIKE?
The values that are determined are displayed both visually and 
numerically. For example:

Furthermore, specific problem areas including recommended treat-
ments are assigned to the different centres of the body.
Here is a sample extract from the reports:

[…]

HEALTH & PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT (HPM) -
HOLISTICALLY WITH ALL EQUUSIR PRODUCTS 
All EQUUSIR systems are designed to support the healing process by 
adjusting the balance of energy. The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX enables inter-
ference fields to be identified precisely and resolved gradually; The BIOS 
system controls the activity level via neurostimulation and the BIONIC 
care acts as a disinfectant and regulates the acid-base balance.

Specialists regard Health & Performance Management (HPM) 
from EQUUSIR as the “interface” between health, prevention and 
performance. Due to its innovative concepts, EQUUSIR can inform 
the relevant “team member”, which includes the practitioner, physio/
osteopath, chiropractor, orthopaedist, nutrition expert, dog trainer and 
many more, to take specific action.

The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX combines modern, 
high-end technology with the latest findings 
in quantum physics together with Health & 
Performance Management (HPM). 

How can possible weaknesses in the organism be detected with the 
EQUUSIR BEST-BOX? Imagine healthy cells that exchange informa-
tion between each other. This exchange runs evenly, at a constant 
frequency. If an interference field occurs in the organism, this 
exchange of information is weakened. Possible interference fields 
can be inflammations, muscular tension, back and joint problems, 
bacteria, a lack of nutrients, as well as mental load such as stress. 
The originally constant frequency is automatically off balance. The 
EQUUSIR BEST-BOX can localize precisely these interference fields 
and show them in a report.


